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INTRODUCTION
This research intends to develop a testing apparatus to measure the critical gradient in
sandy soils. The designed apparatus will be used in subsequent studies to develop a relationship
between critical hydraulic gradient, soil properties and the inclination of the exit face.
This study evaluates several design modification to assess the effects of the
modifications, and develop a design that most closely models the field mechanism of piping
initiation. The design is initiated from a conceptual design and is executed into the first version.
This design is called the Alpha Version. The next version, or more precisely, the Beta Version,
corrects the inadequacies of the Alpha Version. Further modification would result in the Final
Version.
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BACKGROUND
Piping is defined as the erosion of soil due to concentration of internal seepage forces.
Piping failure occurs when a developing pipe progresses from the point of initiation to an exit,
forming an open pathway or “pipe” beneath a dam or levee (Schmertmann, 2000). Therefore, to
fully understand piping it is important to understand that piping amounts to a progressive failure
and thus requires continued transportation of sand grains until failure occurs.
Piping in sand is a phenomenon that is not well understood. The current state of practice
assumes that piping will initiate when the hydraulic gradient reaches a critical value, the critical
. Although many factors affect the critical gradient, current practice generally

gradient,

assumes it is a function of the buoyant unit weight and the unit weight of water, or;
1
Previous research has shown critical gradient to be a function of


Length factor,



Grain size,



Exit faces inclination.

Length factor- Sellmeijer et al, (1988) proposed a mathematical relationship that predicts
varies inversely with

/

. Further research conducted at the Delft laboratory indicates a need for

the introduction of a length correction factor.
Grain size - Presence of finer particles makes it easier for piping development, the current
relationship is that
≅
Where

2

, is the equivalent grain size that 10% of the sample by weight are smaller

than and z is a correlation factor back calculated from experimental result to be about 0.20
(Sellmeijer , 1988)
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Pipe inclination - In
n current praactice,

is derived from
m buoyant uunit weight which assum
mes a

(
soil movement). In actual fiield cases, exxit faces maay be inclinedd and
horizontaal exit face (vertical
piping may
m even inittiate in the horizontal.
h
We
W can inveestigate the eeffect of exiit face inclinnation
variation
n on

by varying the angle of ourr experimentts.

Binary Image
I
modeel- Researchers at Pennsylvania Statte Universityy have conduucted a numeerical
investigaation to undeerstand the behavior
b
off fluids throuugh glass beeads (Chen and Qiu, 22010).
Their exp
perimental results
r
suggeest the availaability of preeferential chhannels. Prefferential chaannels
are pathss in sand strructures in which
w
fluid flow
f
concenntrates during seepage. F
Figure 1 shoows a
binary im
mage modeel of a fluiid (blue) fllowing throuugh glass bbeads (blacck spheres). The
preferenttial flow path
hs represent concentratio
ons of seepaage forces thhat can affecct the initiatiion of
piping.

(a)

(b)

Figu
ure1.Binary im
mage represen
ntation (Chen
n, W. and Qiiu, T., 2010).
(a) Top
T View, (b) vertical slicee with plot of fluid.

This
T
projectt develops a testing approach to measurre the valiidity of crritical
gradient,

. The resu
ults of this laboratory
l
teests will be uused to calcculate

usiing the folloowing

equation:
3

Where
W
h is the
t change in
n pressure head
h
and L iss the length oof the samplle.
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Current analysis method
Currently, the approach to analyzing the potential for the initiation of piping is by
comparing the vertical exit gradient,

to the critical gradient,

determined from finite element analyses, while the

. The values of

are

values are generally determined from the

Terzaghi’s equation, (Equation 1).
The problem with this current method is that it only accounts for the buoyant unit weight
of the sand,

. This situation ignores the remaining soil properties. Another problem is that the

analysis does not take into consideration the orientation of the exit face, instead the analysis is
one dimensional in the vertical direction.
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CO
ONCEPTU
UAL DES
SIGN AND
D OBSERV
VATION
The
T objectivee of the testt apparatus design
d
is to output a nuumerical valuue of differeential
head, Δh
h, which is the
t differencce in head between
b
thee pressure off the upper and lower w
water
reservoirrs required to initiate pip
ping recordeed in inchess. A sample holder wass designed w
with a
mesh retention screeen at the base. The heigh
ht of the soiil sample is constant at 5 in. This ddevice
provides the numericcal value to calculate
c
thee critical graddient as Δh/L
L.
Design - The apparattus is comprrised of a diffferential preessure transdducer, a dem
modulator (too read
the transducer), the two
t
head resservoirs (one constant aand another variable), a sample holdder, a
pressure cell divided
d into upper pressure celll and lowerr pressure ceell as shownn schematicaally in
Figure 2..

Figure 2. Schematic illlustration off testing appparatus
Apparattus Elementts
Pressuree Cell.
The
T pressure cell is madee of six piecces of Plexigglas joined ttogether by aacrylic to m
make a
rectangullar box as sh
hown in Figu
ure 3. The to
op and bottom
m of the recttangular boxx was designned to
be easily
y removed. The
T top is deesigned for easily
e
retrievving the sam
mple holder aand reloadinng the
sample with
w soil sam
mples to be teested. The prressure cell iis separated into two chaambers calleed the
upper preessure cell and
a lower pressure cell. The two chaambers are sseparated byy a 1⁄2 inch thick
Plexiglass plate with a cut out in
n the centerr to accept tthe preparedd sand sampple in the saample
holder.
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Figure 3.
3 Schematicc illustrationn of pressure cell
Reservoiirs and liftin
ng platform
m.
The
T reservoirr platform lifft is made fro
om wood annd is presentted schematiically in Figuure 4.
The variaable head taank is suppo
orted on fourr threaded stteel rods andd wing nuts allow liftinng the
variable head
h
tank. This
T allows us
u to graduaally vary the pressure head in the uppper pressuree cell.
The consstant head reservoir stand
ds on a wood
d and is imm
movable.

matic illustrattion of reservvoirs and liffting platform
m
Figurre 4 - Schem
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Sample holder
h
The
T sample holder,
h
presented in Figu
ure 5, is desiggned to holdd the samplee between thee two
pressure cells. A rettention screeen is installeed at the baase of the hoolder to prevent samplee loss
mple holder.. The retent
ntion screen was designned to be eeasily
through the bottom of the sam
changeab
ble to allow testing of soils
s
of diffeerent grain ssizes. The saample holdeer also incluudes a
compresssible rubberr gasket to allow
a
the saample holdeer to fit tighhtly and preevent water flow
between the two presssure chambers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 - Schematic illustration oof sample hoolders.
(a) Sho
ort sample holder,
h
(b) Loong sample hholder.
Differential pressurre transduceer
The
T differentiial pressure transducer is connected between thee two pressuure cells as shhown
in Figuree 6.The diffeerential presssure is displaayed on the screen of thhe demodulator. The zeroo and
span kno
obs are used to correct an
nd calibrate the reading so the outpuut can be reaad directly oon the
display in
n inches. Th
he zero knobss are used to
o zero the reaading and thhis is done att the beginniing of
each test.
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Figure 6.
6 Schematics of differenntial pressuree transducer..
Standpip
pe
The
T standpipees are mechanisms whicch are designned to manuually measurre the head iin the
pressure cells as sho
own in Figurre 7. The pu
urpose of thee stand pipees is to provvide a mechaanical
means off measuring the differen
ntial head bettween the prressure cellss and to checck the calibrration
of the deferential preessure transd
ducer.

Figuree 7.Schematiic illustrationn of standpippes
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ALPH
HA VERSI ON
Design
The
T Alpha veersion was th
he first execu
ution of the conceptual iidea. It was designed wiithout
full undeerstanding off the entire behavior
b
of the
t system. T
The Alpha vversion’s preessure reservvoir is
designed
d to withstan
nd the relattively low pressures
p
reesulting from
m raising thhe variable head
reservoirr.
When
W
designing this deviice, the mosst important functionalityy was to havve water, thrrough
the soil sample
s
in thee sample hollder and exitt into the connstant head tank. The A
Alpha versionn also
included two piezom
meters to meaasure pressurre in the indiividual cellss. A vent porrt at the top oof the
bottom reeservoir wass designed to
o release airr displaced w
while filling the pressuree cell with w
water.
An over flow pipe was
w added to release the excess wateer in the variiable head taank. All thesse are
shown in
n the Figure 8 below and
d discussed in
n the followiing sections.

Figu
ure 8. Picturee of Alpha vversion setupp
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Alpha Design
D
Elemeent
Sample holder
h
In
I the Alphaa design the sample hold
der (Figure 99) is smoothh sided. Thee sample failled at
gradientss similar to those
t
calculaated using Teerzaghi’s eqquation, Equaation 1. All samples testted in
this samp
ple holder faailed by heaaving a majo
or portion off the samplee. The heavee mechanism
m was
thought to
t be due to
o two factorrs: 1) air bu
ubbles in thee sample bloocking the fflow and cauusing
pressure building, an
nd 2) the very
y low frictio
on between thhe sample hoolder and thee sand.
The
T heave faiilure mechan
nism made it
i impossiblee to model thhe failure m
mode as prediicting
the criticcal gradient needed to initiate piping failures. This situattion made itt necessary for a
modificaation to this part
p of the ap
pparatus.

Figure
F
9. Piccture of a sam
mple holder with 20-30 O
Ottawa sandd sample durring a test
Pressuree cell
The
T pressuree cell is box--shaped with
h an easily reemovable coover for quicckly replacinng the
sample and
a
conductting experim
ments. This pressure ceell is basicaally a protootype to tesst the
behavior of the experiments. Th
he performaance of the box during experimentts was poor. Deairing waas a big challlenge in thiss pressure ceell due to thee susceptibillity of the ceell to collapsse if a
vacuum was
w applied to the cells. Therefore, the
t samples tested were not complettely saturatedd and
the bubbles affected the test resu
ults. Leakag
ge of water w
was also anoother challennge. This maade it
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necessary
y to overhau
ul the desig
gn and replaace it with a cylindricall cell that ccan withstannd the
vacuum pressure.
p

Figure 10
0. Picture of the pressuree cell in the aalpha versionn
Reservoiir/ Lifting platform
p
The
T reservoirr tanks show
wn in Figure 11 are consstructed from
m Plexiglas.. The dimennsions
of both taanks are equ
ual. The reseervoirs main
ntain constannt head levells in the presssure cells dduring
testing. The
T pipe sho
own in Figurre 11, is attaached to the overflow poort which keeeps the reseervoir
at a constant level to get the water into the sink. The uppper variable head tank iss allowed to raise
and vary the differen
ntial head in the pressuree reservoir. T
The wing nuuts at the botttom of the uupper
reservoirr are used to raise the tan
nk slowly to increase thee differentiall pressure onn the soil sam
mple.
The consstant head reeservoir stan
nds on a woo
oden platform
m and is designed to remain at the same
elevation
n.

Figure 11. Picture
P
of th
he reservoir aand the lift pplatform
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Differential pressurre transduceer
The
T
differential pressuree transduceer (Validynee DP 15-266), Figure 112, is connnected
between the two resservoirs. Thee differentiaal pressure m
measuremennt system is made up off two
m the transdducer go intto the
parts, thee demodulattor and the transducer. Pressure reeadings from
demodulator as electtric signals, and the dem
modulator coonverts the electric signnals to inchees for
output on
n the digitall output screeen, as show
wn in the Figgure 13 beloow. The zeroo knob is ussed to
zero the pressure beefore experim
ments and the
t span knnob is used to scale thee readings tto the
desired unit
u of measu
urement.

Figure 12.Picture of thee differential pressure traansducer

gure 13. Pictture of the deemodulator
Fig
The
T transduceer, as shown
n above in Fiigure 12 conntains a diaphhragm (a meetal plate) loocated
between the connections. The diiaphragm is interchangeeable to matcch the pressuure range neeeded
for the ex
xperiments. The installed diaphragm
m is sufficiennt for the 0 – 14 inches oof water rannge of
differentiial pressure. The needle valves weree placed in tthe connectioon lines to vvent air out oof the
line, this is done freq
quently to keeep the readin
ngs accuratee.
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Standpip
pes
The stand
dpipes are made
m
of transsparent acryllic and are innstalled on tthe side of thhe lower preessure
cell and the
t top of th
he upper presssure cell (Fiigure 14). W
When the tapss are openedd, the elevatiion in
each piezzometer matches the heaad of the resp
pective headd tank.

Figure 14. Picture
P
of staandpipes
Problem
ms with the Alpha
A
Versiion
The
T resulting output data of the alphaa version varried a lot beccause of the incomplete level
of saturaation of the sand in the soil cell. It was difficuult to evenlyy saturate thee sample annd get
water flo
owing throug
gh due to co
ollection of air bubbles in the sampple. In addittion to this, leaks
often form
m at the top
p of the uppeer pressure because
b
of gaaps in the seeal at the topp leads to a llower
pressure in the upperr pressure resservoir.
n
Solution
To
T address th
his problem, a re-design
n of the pressure cells w
was needed too allow pullling a
vacuum on
o the presssure cells. Th
he vacuum was
w pulled ddirectly from
m the top of the sample w
while
was pushed
p
from
m the bottom
m of the samp
ple. The

replaces thhe air in the sample, andd then

readily dissolves
d
in th
he de-aired water
w
allowiing the sand sample to be well saturaated.
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BETA
A VERSIO
ON
Design
The
T Beta Verrsion is a mo
odified versiion with thee capability oof withstandding high strresses
due to pu
ulling of a vaacuum and th
he pressure of
o forcing

through the sample.

The
T Beta Veersion’s presssure cell iss designed from a cyliindrical secttion of Plexxiglas
spliced into the two
o pressure ceells, upper pressure
p
chaamber and tthe lower prressure cham
mber,
remains consistent
c
with
w notation
n on the Alph
ha Version. Two 1-inchh thick, 12-innch-square pplates
are bolted at the top and the botttom and sealed with O-R
Rings. The ttop and the bbottom platees are
both held
d in place by
y four steel all-thread
a
ro
ods tightenedd at the top and the botttom. The vaccuum
port is lo
ocated on the top of thee cell and

is placed in the loweer reservoir. The piezom
meters

still remaain a part of
o the design
n and the lo
ocations are unchanged,, as shown in the Figurre 15
below.

Figure
F
15.Piicture of cyliindrical presssure cell in tthe Beta verrsion
The
T

is pulled
p
from the top off the upper pressure ceell. The low
wer bottom cell’s

vacuum port
p is now located
l
on th
he side. The

port aand the vacuuum ports havve been moddified

with quicck release co
onnectors an
nd are used interchange ably as trannsducer connnectors, as shhown
in the Fig
gure 15 abov
ve.
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In this new approach we constantly cycle the

pressure and the vacuum. The

sequencing of supplying both is alternated to ensure that there is no air in the sample. This
approached solved the saturation problems and resulted in less bubbles in the sample.
Problems
The vacuum port has a pulling effect on the soil with finer particles, and the

flowing

from the bottoms also has an effect of disturbing the sample. At slower flow rates these problems
don’t seem to occur. Also, the samples continue to fail mainly in heave due to sliding of the soil
against the Plexiglas in the soil cell. This is due to low friction between the Plexiglas and the
sand.
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FINAL
L VERSIO
ON
Final Deesign
Based
B
on the understandiing of the Alpha
A
versionn and the Beeta version, the Final veersion
is the fin
nal outcomee of the pressure cell and samplee holder moodification. It is mainlyy the
implemen
ntation of th
he modificattions to the Beta
B versionn, the appliccation of quick release vvalves
are inclu
uded to replaace needle values
v
and make
m
it poss ible to use a port for m
multiple purpposes.
For instaance, the tran
nsducer conn
nector can be
b used for
possible because

and vaccuum pump. This situatiion is

and vacuum are neeeded during text preparration and tthe transduccer is

o
during teesting.
needed only
Sample Holder
H
Mod
dification
In
n addition to
o the changess in the pressure cell, chhanges were made to the sample holdder to
avoid heaave failure. Several desiign modificaation were coonsidered. F
First, the insiide of the saample
holder was
w grooved to produce more
m
granulaar interlockiing betweenn the sand grrains. Secondd, the
inside off the samplee holder wass coated with
h a thin layyer of siliconn in order too provide coontact
friction between
b
the sand and th
he contact area
a
of the ssilicon. Thirdd, a long saample holderr was
constructted to investigate the efffects of samp
ple length.


Grooved
G
sam
mple holderr- Grooving the inside oof the samplee holder would help inccrease
th
he interlockiing of the soil
s structuree and the saample holdeer. The groooves are 1/44-inch
wide
w
by 1/8-iinch deep an
nd are spaceed at every 11/2 –inch. Innstead of creeating a failuure in
heave, the soiil particles are
a restrained
d and the inddividual soil particles aree free to movve on
he exit surfaace. This is similar to field
f
conditioons where ppiping initiaates. The groooves
th
allso interrupted the preferrred seepagee path along the side of tthe sampler.

Fiigure 16.Pictture of groovved sample hholder
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Silicon samp
ple holder- The
T silicon coated
c
samp le holder waas made by ccoating the iinside
of the samplee holder with
h silicon in an attempt tto restrain thhe sample frrom heavingg, and
model
m
the faiilure mechan
nism we aree trying to obbserve. The silicon coatting also allowed
th
he sand grain
ns to interlo
ock with the sides of thee holder thuss reducing thhe tendency for a
prreferred seep
page pathwaay to form allong the sidees of the holdder.

Figu
ure 17. Pictu
ure of siliconn sample hollder


Long
L
samplee holder- Th
he longer sam
mple holderr increases thhe length off the sample from
5inches to 10
0inches.The sample hold
der investigaates the effeects of givingg the water more
distance to meander
m
itss way arou
und the sannd’s internall structure. There wass still
occurrence off heave failu
ure in this saample but it was centrallly located. T
The results oof this
modification
m
are reported
d in the result chapter.

Figure
F
18.Picture of longg sample hollder.
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Performance
The Final Version produced the most dependable results, sample preparation and testing
operation became less cumbersome due to the modifications. This approach also enabled
densification of sand samples in the sample holder as the

flowed from the top upper

pressure cell to lower pressure cell, or doing the reverse by pulling a vacuum from the lower
pressure cell.
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TESTING
Overview
After designing the device, the results of testing using the various sample holders and two
types of sand are compared. These results are used to understand what is going on during each
test and to evaluate the performance at the various sample holders.
Recording
Each experiment was recorded by a video camera, and the video name is logged in an
excel spreadsheet as well as the soil data and property and test outcome. The video recorded both
the behavior of the soil and the differential head reading of the demodulator. The detailed
sequence of conducting this experiment is documented below. The differential pressure is
displayed on the screen of the transducer’s demodulator, at the instant the sand particles begin to
erode. The critical gradient is recorded as the gradient in which soil particles begin to move, the
gradient across the sample decreases after the soil movement due to a reduction in the flow
resistance.
Testing Sequence
This operation guide details the sequences of conducting a test that measure the

while

maintaining the integrity of sample. The testing sequence is outlined below
Pretest Check
i.

Filled up de-aired water tank.

ii.

Check pressure in

iii.

Equal head tank elevation.

Tank.

Sample Preparation
i.

Fill up sample holder with sand to be tested.

ii.

Tap the side of the sample holder until sand can’t be vibrated down into the cell. This
is to increase the density of the sand to the maximum density of the sample.

iii.

Weight the filled sample holder on the scale and record weight in Kg.
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iv.

Place sample in the pressure cell.

v.

Ensure all valves and pressure cell bolts are tightly screwed to prevent leakage.

vi.

Connect the vacuum line to the quick connect of the bottom pressure reservoir for
about 10 min to 15 minutes (Beta Version only).

vii.

Remove the vacuum, and then connect the

to the upper pressure reservoir for a

minimum of 25 minutes to 35 minutes.
In lieu of vi and vii, another option is to pull the vacuum and have the

flow through

the sample simultaneously.
Saturation
i.

Fill up constant head tank and variable head tank with de-aired water.

ii.

Before saturation it’s important to vent out excess

out of the top reservoir by

using the vacuum hose to pull a vacuum.
iii.

Immediately begin to fill the upper pressure reservoir by opening the water valve for
the upper pressure cell. Fill until water reaches the top of the sample holder and shut
off water.

iv.

Fill the top lower pressure reservoir until the water slowly approaches the bottom of
the sand. Then slowly use water inlet valve to control the rate of saturation until both
reservoirs are connected by water.

v.

After both cell are connected, fill upper pressure cell first then the lower pressure cell,

vi.

Connect standpipes on the top and side of the cell.

Testing
i.

Connect the differential pressure transducer to the pressure cell.

ii.

Check zeros and range to match reading from the piezometer.

iii.

Set camera to focus on sample and prepare to record.

iv.

Proceed with the raising of the variable head tank until failure occurs.

Note: It is important to constantly compare the readings between the piezometers and
differential pressures transducer.
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RESULTS
The report is broken down into the three stages of modifying the equipment and how we
approached a more representative result, the results are tabulated below
Results of Alpha version
The Alpha version produced results that were mainly early failure by heave, initiated by
upwards movement of air pockets in the form of bubbles that displaced the sand. The presence of
bubbles allowed for the buildup of pressure resulting in a lot of sudden heave failures.
However, the results of the Alpha version are consistent with the result of the Beta
version. The results also correlations well with the calculated critical gradient using Terzaghi’s
Equation (Equation 1). The predominant failure mode is heaving of the sand initiated by upward
migration of air bubbles. The failure mode makes it difficult to assess critical gradients for the
piping initiation process.
Results of Beta version
In the Beta version, the majority of the test results correlated with the critical gradient
calculated using Terzaghi’s Equation, Equation 1. This is expected since the primary failure
mode of these test was heave and upwards heave and upward movement of the sand. Terzaghi’s
Equation is compared with the experimental critical gradient equation; Equation 3.The two
results show a correlation as shown in Figure 19 on the next page.
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Figure 19
9.Compariso
on of criticall gradient usiing Clear sam
mple holderr.

Test No
Beta Version
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Beta Version
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sample Holder
H

Soil

γ (Total unit
weight)

i__cr=γb/γw

i_cr=
= ΔH/L

Failure description

Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H

20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand
20-30 ottawa
o
sand

130.35
130.35
130.35
130.96
132.17
128.84
128.84
128.54

1.089
1.089
1.089
1.099
1.118
1.065
1.065
1.060

1.100
1.064
1.080
0
0.976
1.098
1.074
1.102
1.102

General heeave
Center heaave.
Center heaave.
General heeave
General heeave
Center heaave.
General heeave
General heeave

Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H
Clear Sample Holder
H

Gradedd Ottawa Sand
Gradedd Ottawa Sand
Gradedd Ottawa Sand
Gradedd Ottawa Sand
Gradedd Ottawa Sand
Gradedd Ottawa Sand

130.35
130.35
130.96
130.35
130.35
130.96

1.089
1.089
1.099
1.089
1.089
1.099

1.136
1.140
1.170
1.074
1.156
1.136

General heeave.
General heeave.
General heeave.
Center heaave.
General heeave.
General heeave.

B version testing.
Table 1. Results of Beta
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Results of
o Final version
In
I the Final version
v
we have
h
incorpo
orated groovves and a sillicon coatingg on the insiide of
the samp
ple holder making
m
it possible to ressist heave an
and produce a failure thhat is initiateed by
individuaal particle motion
m
insteaad of heave. Tests usingg these sampple holders rresulted in hhigher
critical hydraulic
h
graadient results. We shall also comparre the resultts between tthe silicon coated
grooving
g. The resultss of these tests are repreesented in Taables 2 and 33. Furthermoore, the graddients
calculated using the results of tests
t
conduccted on the grooved annd silicon saample holdeer are
compared
d to critical gradients
g
using Equation
n 1 in Figuree 20 and Figgure 21.

Figure 20
0.Compariso
on of criticall gradient usiing silicon s ample holdeer.
Test No

Sample Holder

Soil

γ (Total unit
weight)

i_cr=γb/γw

i_ccr= ΔH/L

Failure description
n

Final version
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon

Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder

20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand
20-30 Ottawa sand

129.14
129.45
128.84
128.54
129.45
128.54
128.24
128.84

1.070
1.074
1.065
1.060
1.074
1.060
1.055
1.065

1.200
1.244
1.550
1.064
1.390
1.202
1.504
1.194

Center heave.
h
Center heave.
h
Localiseed failure
Early faiilure low density.
Localiseed failure
Localiseed failure
Center heave.
h
Visible sand
s
deposition and th
hen failure.

Final version
1
2
3
4
5
6

Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon

Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder
Samplee Holder

Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand

130.35
129.14
129.45
128.84
128.84
129.14

1.089
1.070
1.074
1.065
1.065
1.070

1.600
2.006
1.876
1.692
1.668
1.690

Failure and
a sand boil.
Sand boiils and center heave.
Sand dep
position and center heeave.
Gradual sand boils and failuree.
Sand boiils and center heave.
Visible sand
s
deposition, centerr heave.

Table 2. Result of Fin
nal version using
u
silicon
n sample hollder
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Figure 21
1. Comparisson of criticaal gradient using
u
groove d sample hoolder.
Test No

Sample Holder

Soil

γ (Total unit
weight)

i_cr=γb/γw

i_ccr= ΔH/L

Failure descripttion

Final version
1
2
3
4
5
6

Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved

Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder

20-300 ottawa sand
20-300 ottawa sand
20-300 ottawa sand
20-300 ottawa sand
20-300 ottawa sand
20-300 ottawa sand

128.19
127.90
127.90
127.76
127.33
127.62

1.054
1.050
1.050
1.047
1.041
1.045

1.256
1.476
1.524
1.398
1.608
1.356

Sand moovement and center heave.
h
Sand moovement and center heave.
h
Sand deeposition, Sand boils thhen failure.
Sand deeposition, Sand boils thhen failure.
Sand deeposition, Sand boils thhen failure.
Sand deeposition, Sand boils thhen failure.

Final version
1
2
3
4
5
6

Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved
Grooved

Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder
Sampple Holder

Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed ottawa sand
Gradeed ottawa sand
Gradeed ottawa sand
Gradeed ottawa sand
Gradeed ottawa sand

127.33
128.19
127.90
128.48
129.06
127.33

1.041
1.054
1.050
1.059
1.068
1.041

1.634
1.996
1.698
1.440
1.848
1.736

Sand traansportation, localisedd failure.
Center heave
h
and failure.
Slowly Approaching
A
the graddients.
Sand Deeposition and center heave.
h
Sand deeposition on top, localised failure.
Sand deeposition, localised faiilure and heave.

Table 3.R
Result of Fin
nal version using
u
Grooveed sample hoolder
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The
T long sam
mple holder produced reesults that arre correlatedd with the reesult of the clear
sample holder,
h
Figu
ure 19. This is due to the
t similaritty in the faailure mechaanism, theree was
evidence of particle movementss but failure occurred qquickly due tto upward hheave beforee any
visible prreferential paths were deeveloped.

Figure 22
2.Compariso
on of criticall gradient usiing Long sam
mple holder.
Test No

Samplee Holder

Soil

γ (Total unit
weight)

i_cr=γb/γw

i__cr= ΔH/L

Failure descriptioon

Final version
1
2
3
4

Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H

20-300 Ottawa sand
20-300 Ottawa sand
20-300 Ottawa sand
20-300 Ottawa sand

130.10
129.95
131.15
131.00

1.090
1.073
1.124
1.095

1.150
1.110
1.148
1.143

Generaal heave
Localissed failure
Generaal heave
Center heave

Final version
1
2
3
4

Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H
Long Sample Holder
H

Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand
Gradeed Ottawa sand

130.10
129.95
131.15
131.00

1.085
1.082
1.102
1.099

1.182
1.230
1.225
1.230

Generaal heave
Center heave
Generaal heave fast boil
Center heave

Table 4. Result of Fin
nal Version using Long sample holdder
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Graphiccal plots of results
r

Fig
gure 23. Sam
mple holder comparison
c
on 20/30 Otttawa sand.

Fig
gure 24.Sam
mple holder comparison oon graded Otttawa sand.
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Figure 25.Sand Sam
mple in clearr sample hollder

ure 26.Sand sample in siilicon samplee holder
Figu
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Figure 27
7.Sand Samp
ple in Groovved sample hholder

Figure 28.Sand Sam
mple in longg sample hollder
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Results and Conclusions
In order to understand which sample holder gives the most accurate representation of
piping phenomenon the graphical plots are compared based on the following criteria.


Comparison of critical gradient,

– Tests using the long sample holder and the clear

sample holder both failed at a critical gradients of about 1.1. The silicon sample holder
and the grooved sample holder both failed at much higher gradients (1.2 to 2.0). This
observation is consistent for both the 20-30 Ottawa sand and the graded Ottawa sand.
The relationship between the sample holders and critical gradients is shown in Figure 23
and Figure 24.


Observed failure mechanism - The predominant failure mechanism in the Beta Version
where the clear sample holder was used was the heave mechanism. This same mechanism
was the failure mode for long sample in the final version. The silicon sample holder and
grooved sample holder showed evidence of sand transportation to the top before failure
and the failures were more localized; consistent with the piping failure mode. There was
occasional evidence of weakness preferential flow path but it occurred for a short period
of time before failure.



Consistency of results- Both the long and clear sample holder provided the most
consistent critical gradient values of the entire experiments (Figure 25 and Figure 28) but
the failure mode does not accurately model the pipe failure mechanism that occurs in
piping failure. The grooved sample holder showed the highest critical gradient results but
provided a lot of scattered data (Figure 23). A graphical plot of the silicon sample holder,
in Figure 26, showed a weak trend that predicts an increase in critical gradients as dry
unit weight increases. This trend would be expected due to decreased flow paths with
higher density. For both the silicon coated and grooved sample holder the graded Ottawa
sand tests resulted in higher critical gradient than the 20-30 Ottawa sand. This is
consistent with the finding in Schmertmann (2000) and Sellmeijer et al. (1988).
The observed failure mechanism for both the silicon-coated and grooved tests appeared to

be movement of individual grains at the end of the preferential seepage path. This may
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account for the greater variability in the results for these sample holders since the alignment
of a preferential seepage path is the result of random grain structure.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, this research project has been able to design a laboratory apparatus that
makes it possible to see how piping initiates in confined condition, output results and compare
output. Four different sample holders were used in the testing. Using the short (5 inch) and long
(10 inch) smooth sided holders, the failure mechanism observed was heave and the critical
gradients were similar to those calculated using Terzaghi’s Equation (Equation 1). Samples
tested in the grooved and silicon-coated sample holders resulted in higher critical gradients with
a failure mechanism closer to the piping mechanism. The broader range of critical gradient
results may be the result of random grain orientation.
There is a lot to learn from critical gradient investigation and the piping phenomenon. In
the future this apparatus provide an opportunity to try various sand mixtures, change exit-face
orientation by varying the inclination of the pressure cell, and measure the internal pressure in
the sand holder.
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